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ROTARY IN BUNBURY AND BCCI MEETING
There was an excellent turnout at the combined meeting of Rotary Clubs of Bunbury and
the Bunbury Chamber of Commerce and Industry on Wednesday 1st October at the
Lighthouse Beach Resort. All present were treated to fine fare and enjoyed a networking
opportunity with a large and diverse group of business leaders.

P.O. Box 324
Bunbury
WA 6231

GEOFFREY THOMAS—ON FINDING MH370
Geoff Thomas presented an informative and fascinating insight into the continuing search
for lost Boeing 777 , crew and passengers of the ill fated flight MH370. His talk was
delivered just 2 days before the resumption of the ocean search west of Bunbury.

BCCI & Rotary in Bunbury Lunchbox
Pictures courtesy of Ray Philp.

WHERE ARE THEY?
Rotary Club of South Bunbury has well travelled members.
Keeping track of all our travelling friends is not easy. Some help
is provided here.

Kevin and Annette Coote should be somewhere near
Darwin now.

Roger and Margo Veen have headed north to Kalumburu
where they hope to catch barra, mulloway or mackerel.

David and Michel Keyser are accompanying Roger and
Margo. More people fishing means more fillets in the freezer.

Bruce and Glenda Lynch are camping somewhere in the
outback now. Not much on Facebook so they may be beyond
internet reception.

Card received from MAMI IMAOKA
Rotary Exchange Student 2013/4
If you would like to respond try this email—
ftmbfasjmbbib1a4@gmail.com

PROPOSE CHANGES TO ROTARY’S
CONSTITUTIONAL DOCUMENTS BY 31 DECEMBER

Every three years, Rotary International's Council on Legislation meets to
debate and vote on policies and ideas submitted by clubs, districts, and
the RI Board. This process gives your club and district a voice in how our
organization is governed.

AT THE JUNE 2014 MEETING OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE ROTARY
FOUNDATION GRANTS WERE APPROVED FOR SURVEILLANCE,
SOCIAL MOBILIZATION AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT FOR POLIO
ERADICATION

Approved grants to WHO/AFRO and UNICEF that, if fully
expended, will increase total PolioPlus grants as follows:
African Region from: $168,727,173 to $172,977,173
Chad from:

$21,486,799 to

$ 24,936,799

DR Congo from:

$30,837,501 to

$ 34,987,501

Ethiopia:

$6,685,725 to

$ 11,460,725

Nigeria from:

$174,461,109 to

$180,961,109

West and Central Africa: $9,798,504 to $ 10,265,024

October 24th is World Polio Day

Members Duties
Host and Grace

The Council has the authority to amend RI's constitutional documents,
as well as adopt resolutions. Each district sends a representative to the
meeting, and every club and district may propose legislation. The scope
of legislation covers everything from club attendance requirements to the
qualifications of the RI president.
Clubs and districts should submit proposed legislation for the 2016
Council through the online submission form.

ROTARY’S RESPONSE TO
EBOLA OUTBREAK
Rotary continues to follow the developments surrounding the Ebola outbreak in
West Africa and advice of the World Health Organization and U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, our partners in international public health.
Strengthening the health infrastructure and supporting and sustaining the
deployment of government health workers throughout these outbreak areas
are greatly needed. Although Rotary has limited opportunities to respond at a
corporate level, our strength as an organization is firmly rooted in the
grassroots response of Rotary clubs and Rotarians.
Clubs around the world are creating or joining coalitions that are raising funds
as well as purchasing and shipping safety equipment and supplies. If you want
to let others know about your club project, you can post it on Rotary Ideas,
Rotary’s crowdsourcing tool.
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